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Subject: 

Memorondum 63-8 

Study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence (Rule 28-
Marital Privilege) 

Rule 28 and the remaining rules of the privilcges a.rticle hnve not 

been reconsidered by the Commission since its decision of ~ 1961 to 

reconsider all of the privileges rules on the merits. We have not 

received the finn! comments of the State Bar Committee as yet. For your 

information, however, we attach hereto the following materials: 

Exhibit I (gold pages)--Argumcnt of Professor Clnrk B. Whittier, 
Stanford University, Prepared for a Tentative Draft of 
a Partial Recodification of the California Law of Evidence 
for the California Code Comnission (1937). 

Exhibit II (yellow pages)--Excerpt from Minutes of Meeting of 
Southern Section of State Bar Committee to Consider 
Uniform Rules of Evidence •. 

Exhibit III (pink pages)--Excerpt from Minutes of Meeting of Northern 
Section of State Bar Committee to Consider Uniform Rules of 

• Evidence. 

We are also enclosing the pamphlet published by the Law Revision 

Commission in November 1956 relating to the marital "for and against" 

testimonial privilege. 

In connection with Rule 28, you should read pages 91 to 101 of tae 

privileges study. Compare, too, the treatment of this rule in the N~" 

Jersey materials. 

The State Bar Committees have raised some problems in connection 

with the present form of the rule, and there seem" to be some other 

problems which should be considered by the Commiss. on. These are: 

Subdivision 10 Professor Whittier raises the question whether 

there should be any more of a privilege insOfar as spouses are concerned 
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than there is when brothers, sisters, parents, and children are involved. 

He questions whether confidential communication is actually encouraged 

by the privilege and expresseS doubt that confidential communication 

hus been inhibited between mothers and daughters or fathers and sons 

because of the absence of any legal protection for such communications. 

Subdivision 2. The Southern Section agrees thut eitber spouse should 

be able to claim the privilege. It disagrees, however, with the COlllIlIission!s 

reason for giving both spouses the privilege. The Southern Section agrees 

with Professor Whittier that confidential communications are exchanged 

between spouses without regard to the existence or lack of existence of 

a privilege. The Section thinks that both spouses should have the privilege 

because it is impracticable to give the privilege to but one. See the 

examples on page 2 of Exhibit II. 

The Commission's reason for granting a post coverture privilege--

prevention of blackmail--seems unconvincing. It seems that because the 

priVilege is granted to both, 0. divorced wife could just as well demand 

compensation to permit revelation of needed evidence. Moreover, the 

privilege is only operative in situations where testimony can be compelled. 

There is nothing in the rule which would prevent an ex-wife from forcing 

a husband to "buy" her silence as to business and other transactions he 

told her about in confidence during the marital relationship. Nothing in 

the rule keeps her from telling confidences to friends, neighbors, business 

competitors or anyone else. The fact that the wife is privileged under 

this rule to refuse to give testimony of benefit to a spouse will be 

discussed more at a later time under subdivision 3 (c). 
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, Subdivision 3. The Southern Section of the state Ear Committee 

notes on page 3 of Exhibit Il that the proceedings listed in paragraph (b) 

of subdivision (3) are those listed in Penal Code Section 1322, except 

that proceedings under the Juvenile Court Law are not in this subdivision. 

Penal Code Section 1322, however, deals with the competency of a husband 

or wife as a witness. Penal Code Section 1322 provides that there is an 

exception to this rule of incompetency in juvenile court proceedings. 

But, even though there is an exception to the rule of incompetency, there 

is nothing in Section 1322 that indicates that the marital communication 

privilege expressed in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881 is inapplicable. 

Nonetheless, the Commission may wish to consider whether proceedings 

under the Juvenile Court Law should be added to the list of proceedings 

under which the marital conmnlnication privilege is inapplicable, 

It is difficult to understand why paragraph (b) of subdivision (3) 

is limited to "a criminal action or proceeding." If the privilege is 

designed to enhance aDd protect marital relatiOnships, there seems 

to bc no reason for giving a spouse in any kind of a proceeding, civil 

or criminal, a privilege to refuse to disclose communications--or to 

prevent the other spouse from revealing crnmmlDications--which the other 

spouse is actively seeking to introduce into evidence. The only possible 

motive for such an action is spite. For Bcmewhat similar reasons the 

Commission recommended the abolition of the "for and against" testimonial 

privilege in 1956. Yet, as pointed out on page 94 of the study, "a 

vestige of it [~~J retained by giving both spouses the privilege to 

suppress evidence of a confidential interspousal communication." 
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Subdivision (3) (e) is apparently designed to eliminate this vestige 

so far as criminal actions or proceedings are concerned, but it would 

seem that similar considerations would require an elimination of this 

vestige in all proceedings. 

Subdivision 4. Both divisions of the Committee object to the 

deletion of "sufficient evidence, aside from the cOllJllUnication, has been 

introduced to warrant a finding that". This same objection has been noted 

in connection with the previously approved rules and in each case the 

Commission has decided that the omitted words should not be returned to 

the rule. 

The Southern Section had difficulty with the references to "crime" 

and "fraud". They point out that some crimes may be highly technical and 

relatively innocuous o.nd some torts may be very serious--much worse than 

some crimes. They request that the Commission rethink this subdivision. 

They believe the reference to crime should be retained but they would like 

to see some limitation on the reference which would tend to limit the 

reference to crimes involving moral turpitude as distinguished from 

mere technical violation of the la:w. So f.ar as torts are concerned 

they would like to see language in the rule indicating that the tort 

or fraud is one of major consequences such as a tort involving bodily 

harm, actual fraud, etc. The problem pointed out by the Southern Section 

in connection with this subdivision is a problem which also exists in 

Rule 26. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
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ARGUMENT FOR ABOLITION OF ALL RESTRICTIONS 

BASED ON THE HUSBI'.ND-HIFE RELATIONSHIP 

Prepared by Ch"'ke B. lfuittier 

Professor of Law, Stanford University 

PAST AND PRESENT LAW 

J\t common law husband and wife vere incompetent to testify for or 

against each other. About 1850 statutes greatly restricted this general 

rule, 1lhich even at common 1m, was subject to certain exceptions. Then, 

generally by the same statutes, a ne,', principle was recognized; nnmely, 

that spouses have a privilege not to disclose marital communications. 

Thus there are three situations that require consideration; 1. Testimony 

by one spouse for the other. 2. Testimony by one spouse against the 

other. 3. Testimony of a spouse to marital communications. 

The present law in England may be roughly stated thus: 1. Testimony 

by one spouse for the other is competent and compellable in civil cases, 

but in criminal cases is competent and compellable only for the defendant 

and at his option. 2. Testimony by one spouse against the other . 

is competent and compellable in civil cases, but in criminal cases is 

generally incompetent. But in a number of sex crimes and some others 

the spouse is competent and compellable in criminal cases. 3. Testimony 

of a spouse to marital communications is competent but not compellable. 

To put it another way: in civil cases nothing is left but the privilege 

not to disclose marital communications, while in criminal cases testimony 
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of a spouse for the defendant is allmred at his option but testimony 

against him is incompetent and testimony to marital communications 

privileged. 

The state of the law in the United States can best be apprehended 

by an examination of the appended chart. 

It 'Irill be noticed that incompetency is nearly gone: even as to 

testimony of a spouse (1) against a criminal defendant, or (2) to marital 

communications only one-third of the states retain incompetency. Clearly 

privilege may be made to protect all the policies underlying any of the 

husband-wife restrictions and incompetency should be everywhere abolished. 

The purport of these policies "ill be later set out and discussed. 

Next, one should notice that statutes removing the incompetency 

that existed at common law and creating no privilege should be construed 

as making the evidence compellable. So the figures in the table following 

"Competent" and following "Compellable" =y"ell be added together in 

attempting to envisage the situation. Doing that, we find that in about 

one-half the states there is no restriction on evidence for a spouse in any 

case or against a spouse in a civil case. But evidence against a spouse 

in a criminal case is unrestricted in only ten states "hile evidence to 

communications is unrestricted nowhere. 

He can see also that the plan of making the evidence privileged, as 

in California at present, is popular, prevailing in full half the states 

as concerns evidence against a spouse in criminal cases and evidence to 

communications. But it must be remembered that also, as in California, 

there are many cases, set forth in the statutes as exceptions, in which 

the evidence is entirely unrestricted. Thus the vote for privilege is much 

smaller than the figures in the chart taken alone would suggest. 
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STATUTES CONCERNTI1G INCOI.ff'E:rENCY OR PRIVILEGE OF 

HUSE;\ND MID 1:IFE 

For each other i.gainst each other 
Civil Criminal Civil Crrninal To CC=W1i'ce;ticns 

:j:ncompetent 4 4 9 16 16 

Privileged 16 22 15 25 24 
Haiver by spouse 

testifying. 1 6 , 
9 7(1) -'-

l-Iaiver by other. 15 10 14 8 16 
Tdaiver by both. 6 8 1 

Competent .1 13 15 II 6 

Compellable. 2 12 9 II 4 

Doubtful or partial. 3 

Confidential 
, 

Commtmications. 12 

Any Commtmications. 3 27 

Notes 

I. This means that these states have abolished incompetency and said nothing 
as to privilege. 

2. This means that in these states there is neither incompetency nor privilege. 

3. But in a number of these states any disability is limited to confidential 
communications by the courts. 

Some states have broad exceptions in 1-'hich no disability exists, exceptions 
such as "all cr~minal cases" or "all civil cases." Such states number thirty. 

other states have restricted exceptions, such as "divorce", "failure to 
provide for children", or "alienaticn of affections." Such states number forty
three. Therefore some of these states have broad exceptions also. 
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It is the conviction of the writer that all restrictions based on 

the husband-\fife relationship should be removed and that California may 

\fell be the leader in this reform. 

GENERAL CONSIDERf.TIONS 

I. 

It is plain that the history of these restrictions consists of a 

gradual lessening of their rigor as in the change from incompetency to 

privilege, of a gradual introduction and increase of exceptional cases 

where they are not to apply and of much total abolition as to everything 

except the privilege concerning marital communications. It does not 

follml that our ultimate goal should be total abolition of everything. 

But it suggests that rules so riddled I-lith exceptions and partial 

extinctions cannot have a very firm basis to rest upon. 

II. 

Next, the fact that no analogous restrictions have been created for 

other family relationships makes one 1lOnder why the marriage relation 

should be singled out. Can it be that a mother should not be allowed to 

testify for her daughter? The daughter's husband has been murdered, the 

daughter is on trial. The mother Was the only other occupant of the 

house at the time. She can prove her daughter's innocence. Should she 

be excluded from the stand? It does not seem so. But suppose she 

could prove her daughter's guilt. Is the fear of injuring the mother

daughter relation or the repugnance of the mother to condemning the 

daughter any sufficient reason for letting the criminal daughter escape 

her due? Again, it does not seem so. Hould it be right to let the 
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daughter exclude even the testimony of the mother to communications from 

the daughter to the mother tending strongly to show malice aforethought" 

It does not seem so. In how ma.~y cases are mother and daughter limited in 

their communications to each other because of the absence of a rule of 

evidence excluding their proof or making them privileged? Probably in 

none. Rarely do they lL~ow anything about the rules of evidence. This 

protection of the freedom of co~~unication between husband and wife by 

excluding or making privileged their communications is with little doubt 

a great farce. They do not know the la,r and they do not care "'hat it is. 

They communicate normally, whatever that may be, regardless. It has been 

well said "As far as the writers are aware (though research might lead 

to another conclusion) marital harmony among lawyers "'ho know about 

privileged communications is not vastly superior to that of other 

professional groups." 

Our conclusion must be that there is no such difference between the 

marital relationship and other family relationships as to justify great 

protection for the marital relationship while none is given to the others. 

III. 

In other days it was not uncommon to urge the interest of spouses 

in each other's property and services as a basis for incompetency or 

privilege. But of course today when parties are competent to testify in 

their Ollll behalf all objection on the ground of interest is gone. 

AGain their bias for each other has been relied on as an argument for 

some restriction on their testimony. But bias, except when due to interest, 

has never been a ground of incompetency or privilege: it has been provable 
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only to impeach the witness. As has just been said interest is no longer 

a ground of objection and bias due to interest is therefore now also only 

a basis for imPeachment. 

It has seldom been urged that the evidence of spouses is so likely 

to be false that it should be held incompetent on the same line of reasoning 

that ue exclude hearsay evidence. To such an argument it may be ansuered 

that its possible falsity is due solely to interest or bias and that these, 

as we have just stated, are insufficient to exclude the evidence. 

IV . 

Next we may mention the soft-hearted argument that it is rough to 

make one spouse testify against the other or to marital confidences, that 

the spouse called will dislike the tas!:. It hardly needs an answer. 

Is this antipathy of a spouse to giving such testimony to cutweigh the 

need for doing justice? It is often difficult to get convincing and 

admissible evidence of facts which one is convinced are facts. This 

difficulty should not be increased uithout strong reasons. Criminals 

must not be allowed to go free to save the feelings of witnesses, spouses 

or not spouses. Civil wrongs also must not on such sentimental grounds 

go unredressed. 

v. 

iillother and more plausible argument for restrictions is that compelling 

a spouse to testify will disturb, perhaps destroy, marital peace. In the 

fj.rst place no right minded spouse will be angered by the testimony of the 

other spouse though against hin or though disclosing marital secrets if 

such testimony is compelled by the lalT. He may curse the law just as when 
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he himself is compelled to testify against himself. But as he would not 

blame himself so he would not blame his wife. It may be fairly assumed 

that most spouses would take that attitude and that no possible tarm could 

result. Occasionally however a thoroughly unreasonable spouse might 

resent even compelled testimony. Some injury to the marriage relation 

might result. But we cannot in order to avoid such a rare unfortunate 

outcome exclude evidence which in the great majority of cases ;rill do 

no such harm and will be useful and perhaps absolutely essential to the 

discovery of truth and the doing of justice. 

Nor can the danger of revenge in some form on the witness by such 

an unreasonable spouse induce us to exclude evidence from a spouse. The 

danger is slight when we consider that but few spouses would take any 

offense and that but few of these would go the length of revenge. The 

danger of punishment in some form for revengeful acts would lessen them. 

The >ritness would, unless family peace .. lere already gone, naturally 

testify as favorably as possible for the party spouse and make hard 

feeling .. lell nigh impossible. 

VI. 

The protection and encouragement of marital confidence is also 

urged. This applies chiefly to communications between the spouses and is 

the usual argument for making such communications privileged. But on 

examination it seems quite ins·..tfficient to support any such doctrine. First, 

what marital communications should be fostered? If a husband tells his 

wife he r.as murdered and robbed someone, should we protect that? 

Obviously it will either be a statement that a crime they both plotted 

has been consummated or else it will be made to induce the wife to conspire 
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with hiln to accomplish his escape. There seems to be little justification 

for especially favoring such communications. Justice may demand their proof 

at the trial. If a husband discloses to his wife a civil .. rrong whici.1 he 

has conrnitted, does that deserve to be lcept sacred? It is really only 

communications which are both confidential and which involve no harm to 

others "hich fall within the reason of the rule, But such communications 

are .. 5eldora if ever material in any litigation. In will contests statements 

of affection for relatives to whom nothing was give~ are sometilnes important. 

I do not recall a case in which such a statement was excluded because 

made betueen husband and wife: the usual objection is hearsay. In 

alienation of affections cases they may be ilnportant and usually are 

recei.-ed.. They might well bear on motive for crime in some cases ,. Perhaps 

in all these cases they should be admitted. But surely to exclude or 

privileGe them in all cases is to do much more harm than good. 

Feu !mou of this marital privilege. It cannot increase confidence 

in those ,rho never heard of it. Suppose it were removed entirely, uould 

spouses be more discreet? Are sisters more discreet in their conversations 

because there is no privilege? Are married lawyers who pres~ably know 01' 

the p"ivilege less careful in what they tell their wives than other husbands 

who do not know of the protection? There is no proof that it has any va] ue. 

In California and several other states it extends beyond confidential 

communications.. None of the alleged reasons for the privilege justify this. 

It can only be sustained as an administratively convenient way of avoiding 

the question whether a particular communication is confidential. To thus 

extend the scope of a privilege in itself unjustified seems very 

erronGOUS~ 
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VII. 

Finally, the many and detailed ex~cptio:1s which exist to the 

restric~ions on marital testimony, ,-,hile indicating that the restrictions 

rest on :10 very strong basis, or exceptions would not be so numerous, m~~e 

the law applicable complicated and less likely to be accurately and easily 

fol101{ed. Evidence law which has to be used in the hurry of trials should 

be as silnple as possible. At present it is enormously complex. This 

particular corner of it, marital testimony, can be swept clean without 

loss to justice. Indeed it is probable that there will be a real gain 

to the discovery of truth through doing so. There should be no doubt as 

to what should be done. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. 

Hith regard to testimony for a spouse, probably all will agree that 

there is no reason for retaining it. Only four states retain the common 

law incompetency. Nearly half the states, like California, have reduced 

it to privilege. Of these the majority, again like California, make it 

the privilege of the spouse whom the testimony will aid. How often will 

he keep testimony in his own favor from being given? In such states the 

privilege is just a worthless complication in the law. 

But suppose, as in about six states, the privilege is given to the 

spouse on the stOlId. ,,Thy should that spouse refuse to give the testimony-, 

Only because of hostility to the party spouse. But should the testifYing 

spouse be able to vent his or her anger by aiding in an unjust conviction 

or an unjust civil judgment against the hated spouse-, Nor does requiring 
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the privilege to be waived by both spouses as California and a few other 

states do in criminal cases help matters. The spouse >Thom the testimony 

will favor will waive the privilege: the testifying spouse should not have 

a. privilege to injure the party spouse by ",ithholding the truth just to 

gratify his or her hatred of the party spouse. 

The only case in California which Mr. Fred E. Hines of the Los Angeles 

Bar, ,a-iting in 19 California Law Revieu 408, found in "hich this privilege 

was pas seC. on in the appellate courts was Fall: v. ViittraJ!l, (1898) 120 Cal. 

479, 52 Pac. 707 In that case an insane husband sued by his guardian. 

The guardian wished to call the wife. Since the insane husband had 

insufficient capacity to waive his privilege the wife I s testimony favori'1g 

the husband 'JaS lost. Surely a sorry spectacle. There is certainly no 

need for preventing one spouse from testifying for the other. 

II. 

It is clear that sentimental considerations have created more feeling 

in favor of keeping one spouse from testifying against the other. But the 

arguments ulready adduced should convince us that this favor is based on 

sentL~ent and net on coldblooded calculation of the utility of the privilege. 

Despite the sentiment some hlenty-five states have reduced the common law 

incompetency to privilege even in criminal cases. California is one of 

these. But dces the privilege work well? 

In civil cases the privilege is, as in California, aloost always given 

to the one who will be injured by the testimony. Hhy should he have a 

right to exclude the truth? _~e husband and wife to be conspirators 

sanctioned by law to escape honest debts? Or is it tr.at the husband may 

say "If m::r wife testifies against me I will make her life miserable from now 
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on and so you must let me keep her from doing so." There is not any gocd 

reasor... Nor ,Iould it be vise to give the privilege to the "ife: though 

it would be much more sensible. She is the one who as a result of affection 

may dislike to testify. She is the one who may suffer from a brutal husband 

that she had to injure by her testimony. But sentiment must not be allo"ed 

to bring about injustice and the very occasional harm to the uife from a 

brutal husband must not induce us to exclude useful evidence in the over-

whelming proportion of cases where no harm would result. 

In criminal cases the situation is even more serious. Can a spouse 

escape punishment for crime by clOSing the other's lips? The suppression 

of truth, the inability to convict the guilty and so to protect our families 

and our property far out veigh the remote chance of harm to the testifying 

spouse or to the family relation. Whether the privilege is given to one 

s pous e or the other or to both it 'lor k s badly. 

III. 

1That is there to add to vhat has previously been said about marital 

communications? Very little. It may be noted however that if a husband, 

let us say, is a party to a civil case and the privileged communications 

favor him he will vaive his privilege. If however the communications bear 

against him he will exclude them. Hhy vhould he be put in this favorable 

position as against his civil antagonist? If the husb~~d is not a party 

"hy should his whim about alloving or forbidding his uife' s testimony perhaps 

win or lose the case for the parties interested. 

lligmore says (Second edition, sec. 2332), 

"The communications originate in confidence; the 
confidence is essential to the relation; the 
relation is a proper object of encouragement by 
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the law; and the injury which would inure to it by 
disclosure is probably greater than the benefit that 
,wuld result in the judicial investigation of truth." 

l'his is "ell put and ii' it is all true in fact ",e must aGree that the 

privilege should be retained. 

But the first clause, that the communications originate i~ confidence, 

is not the ",hole truth either in California or in a number of other states. 

They may be non-confidential. But are his other statements true even as to 

confidential communications? His second statement, that "the confidence 

is essential to the relation," must be taken to mean that confidence that 

communications will not have to be disclosed in court is essential to the 

relation. That may be denied in toto. ~!ost spouses never thought about ~t 

and would be just as communicative if they did. There is no proof that it is 

essential. The third statement that marriage should be encouraged by law is 

conceded. But his fourth statement li),e his second needs evidence to support 

it. 1:110 kno"s or can know that the balance of good is gained by retaining 

the privilege? How many families have been kept intact and happy because a 

spouse "laS not allowed to testify to communications? Does Dean Higmere know 

one such', The suppression of evidence can be seen in the records of the cases. 

But no one knows whether such suppression led to a miscarriage of justice in 

any case. He can only guess about the relative harm or good done. So I-Ir. 

lligmore 1 s fourth statement must not be taken as truth. It is the writer 1 s 

guess that probably the truth is the other way. And a privilege should not be 

created, causing as ic does a suppression of otherwise perfectly admissible 

and presumptively trustworth evidence, without affir~tive proof that it will 

do more good than harm. There is at present no proof to sustain the marital 

cOElOunications privilege. It should therefore be ended. 
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EXHIBIT II 

c EXCERFT FRCM MINtiTES OF MEErING 

OF 
sourHERN SECTION OF STATE BAR 

COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER UNIFORM RULES OF EVIDENCE 

The Southern Section met on September 8, 1960, at the Los Angeles 

office of the State Bar. The following members were present: Barker, 

Christopher, Kadison, Kaus, and Schall. 

Mr. Schall presented his report on Rule 28 (marital privilege). The 

meeting was devoted to a discussion of that Rule. 

(a) Who should have the privilege [subparagraph (1) J. The first 

phase of the Committee's discussion concerning Rule 28 related to the question 

of whether the privilege should be extended only to the communicating spouse 

c or whether it should be given to both spouses. It was noted that the URE 

draft of this rule extends the privilege only to the communicating spouse 

but that the Law Revision Commission, in revising subparagraph (1) of Rule 

28, had recommended giving the privilege to both spouses. There was a sharp 

division among the members of the Section as to which of these policies is 

the more desirable. Messrs. Christopher and Kadison were of the opinion 

that if the rrivilege is to be retained at all, it should be limited only to 

the communicating spouse. The other three members were of the opinion that 

the privilege should be extended to both spouses. In general, the committee 

was not particularly persuaded by the Commission's argument that giving the 

privilege to both spouses would have a tendency to encourage the exchange of' 

confidences between a husband and wife. It seemed doubtful to the committee 
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members that spouse~ even think about the privilege when they exchange 

confidences. However, the majority of the committee were convinced that 

practical considerations malte it imperative that the privilege be bilateral 

rather than unilateral. Situations illustrative of the practical difficulties 

which might arise from giving the privilege to the connnunicating spouse aJ.one 

were discussed. The members considered situations in which the connnunicating 

spouse is wot a party to the lawsuit in question, is not present in court, 

and is not in a position to protect his interest by asserting his privilege_ 

Another situation which was discussed may be illustrated by the following 

example: Wife (.1) tells Husb&ld (II) on June 1, "I hit a man with my car today." 

The next day II says to W, "The man you ran over yesterday is going to live. \, 

Should \, have the privilege of refusing to testify to what H said on June 2? 

She technically was the non-communicating spouse as to H's statement on June 

2, but H's statement would not have been made had it not been for W's statement 

to II on June 1. The majority of the members felt that in such a situation W 

should have the privilege. 

(b) Should the privilege extend only during the marriage relationship, 

or should it continue afterwards? Subparagraph (1) of Rule 28 as revised by the 

Law Revision Connnission, preserves the present California rule which continuelj. 

the marital privilege even afte:c the marriage relationship has terminated. 

The members of the Section unanjmously agreed with the Commission's view that 

the privilege should continue beJond the term of the marriage relationship. 

They agreed with the Connnission' s view that the adoption of any other rule 

would lead to blackmail. 

(c) Final action as to subparagraph (1). In view of the conclusions 

stated above in these minutes, a majority of the members of the Section 
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approve subparagraph (I) of Rule 28 in the form revised bw the Commission 

[U/9/59 revision]. 

(d) Subparagraph (2) of Rule 28. [Claiming of privilege bw guardia!~). 

The members ~f the Section approved the Law Revision Commission's revision 

of subparagraph (2), reading as follows: 

Subject to rule 37 and except as otherwise provided in 

subparagraphs (3) and (4) of this rule, a guardian of 

an incompetent spouse may claiw the privilege on behalf 

of that spouse, 

(e) Subparagraph (3) of Rule 28 [as !evised by the C~mmissiolll. With 

reference to subparagraph (3), in the form revised bw the Commission, the 

following action was taken. 

The members approved the Commission's redraft of clauses (a) through 

(e), subject to the elimination of a possible inconsistency, as noted below. 

It. app:eared to the Committee that there may be one area of inconsi:>tenc;,' 

between subparagraph 3 (b), as revised by the r.onmlisajon, 8.-'1<l p:ceserlt Cali:fOl'l'!i~, 

Penal Code §1322. P.C. §1322 states, in substance., the genera~ rule tnat 

neither a h,\sband or wife is competent to testify as a witness iri !l. criminal 

action to "hieh one or both spouses are parties, and then the section goes 

on to enumerate certain types of cases which consti'Cute exceptions to the 

general rule of incompetency. The Commission's Bubparagraph 3 (b) seems to 

cCNer all of the exceptj,ons noted in P. C. §l322 except o:::te: namely, proceedings 

under the Juvenile Court Law. The Committee is uncertain whether the omis"ion 

by the Comminsion of a reference to JI.II/"enile Court proceedings was intentionsl. 

The Committee is unaware of any policy reason why the omission should be 

intentionaL 
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(f) Subparagraph (4) of Rule 28 [as revised by the Commission]. With 

reference to subparagraph (4) in the form revised by the Commission, the 

Committee concluded that any finding by the judge to the effect that the 

communication was made to enable anyone to commit a crime or perpetrate a 

fraud, and thus not entitled to the privilege, should be a finding predicated, 

at least initially, upon evidence other than the communication itself. The 

Committee was of the opinion that, in order to prevent a destruction of 

the very privilege itself, it would be necessary to preserve the confidential 

nature of the communication at I-east until sufficient other evidence had 

been presented to make it reasonably probable that the communication was made 

to enable one to commit a crime, etc. Mr. Schall agreed to prepare and to 

submit a redraft of subparagraph (4) with this idea in mind. 

Messrs. Christopher and Kadison left the meeting at this point, leaving 

less than a quorum of members remaining. 

The remaining members continued to discuss, on an informal basiS, 

the Commission's action in deleting from revised subparagraph (4) the 

phrase "a tort". Two of the three members agreed with the Commission's 

view that the category of "torts" is so broad that, if we were to except 

from the privilege any communication made for the purpose of enabling a tort 

to be committed, that might very well emasculate the entire privilege. 

Mr. Schall was of the opinion, however, that the privilege should not be 

available if it reasonably can be established that the communication was made 

to enable or aid anyone to commit a tort. In view of a lack of a quorum, it 

was decided to defer a decision on this question to a later meeting. 

The meeting was then adjourned. 
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EXCERFT 

EXHIBIT II 

FROM MINUTES OF MEETING 

OF 
SOUTHERN SECTION of STATE BAR 

COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER UNIFORM RULES OF EVIDENCE 

Rule 28, subparagraph (4) [Law Revision Commission version). 

The Southern Section again considered subparagraph (4) of URE Rule 

28, in the form proposed by the Law Revision Commission. This subparagraph 

would take out of the area of the marital privilege communications made to 

"enable or aid a.'wone to commit or plan to commit a crime or [a-ten) or to 

perpetrate or plan to perpetrate a fraad." 

There was much discussion, and many points of view were advanced. 

With the exception of Mt-. Schall, the members of the SecUon were in 

agreement with the Commission's view that the classification of "torts" is 

so broad that to extend the exception to include all torts would open up 

too large an area for nullification of the marital privilege. Mr. Newell 

would go further. He would favor a complete and absolute privilege, with 

no exceptions made for crimes, torts, or fraud except in instances where 

such wrongs are directed against the other spouse. He pointed out that the 

word "fraud" can be as misleading as the word "tort"; that if the concept 

of constructive fraud is included witr~ the term fraud as used in sub-

paragraph (4), then the classification of frauds can be almost broad as 

that of torts. VI. Schall, on the other hand, argued in favor of an exceptiop 

to the privilege in cases where the communication is made to enable anyone 

to commit a crime or a tort, but he would eliminate the reference to "fraud" 

and he would further agree that only those torts which involve some form 
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of active conduct or bodily harm should make the privilege inapplicable. 

He further argued that it does not make sense to deny the privilege where 

the communication involves a crime, however, innocuous, but to permit 

the privilege where the communication involves a tort, however, extreme; 

that there are many torts which are a lot worse than some crimes. 

By and large, it was the sense of the Committee that, as a 

matter of policy, one spouse should be able to say pretty much w~at 

he likes to the other without fear of the conversation going any farther; 

that if this right is to be restricted epd non-privileged, it should be 

restricted and no.p-privileged only when there is some compelling justifica

tion. It appeared-to. the Ccmmittee that the problems raised by subpara~2.. 

(4) are seriDu6 enough to justify further tbpught by the Law Revision 

'CollJll1ssicn. For example,_ i;L making an exception to the privilege where 

the communication ena-oles anyone to commit a "crime", did the Commission 

consider the distinction between crimes .which are of the "malULl in se" 

variety as against those Which are purely technical violations of, for 

example, some regulatory ordinance? 'lhs.t about distinctions between . 

actual fraud and constructive fraud? 

BaSically, the conclusions reached were as follows: 

(a) The Southern Section would retain the reference to a "crime" 

in subparagraph (4), but would want to limit the reference, by some 

appropriate language, to crime involving moral turpitude - as distingui~::c -

from mere technical violations. 

(b) If there is to be any exception to the marital privilege in 

cases where the communication is made to enable anyone to commit a. tort 

or to perpetrate a fraud, the words "tort" and "fraud" should be defined 
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and delimited by appropriate language which makes reasonably clear that 

the tort or, as the case may be, the fraud, to which reference is made 

is one of major consequence: i.e., torts involving bodily harm; actual 

fraud, etc. The Connnittee was unable to suggest any precise language 

which would make these distinctions clear and u.~ambiguous, but it 

believes that the matter should be given further study by the Commission 

to determine the practicability of making such distinctions. 

The Committee members again considered the question of whether 

there should be included in subparagraph (4) son:e foundation requirement 

that, as a condition to denial of the privilege in the areas to which 

subparagraph (4) relates, there be introduced evidence other than the 

communication itself. A majority of the members (4 to 1) were of the 

opinion that there should be a requirment of independent evidence; that 

to eliminate such requirement, as the Commission has done, could very 

well destroy the privilege; that the following language appearing in 

the original URE draft of this subparagraph, requiring evidence aside 

from the connnunication itself, should be retained: "sufficient eviden"", 

aside from the communication, has been introduced to warrant a finding 

that " 

* * * 
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EXHIBIT III 

MINUrES OF MEETING 

OF 
NORTHmN SECl'ION OF ~EE TO 
CONSIDER UNIF0lU4 RULES OF EVIDENCE 

The Northern Section of the Committee met at the oi'fice of Heller, 

Ehrman, White & McAuliffe on Tuesday, August 1, 1961, at 4:30 P.M. 

There were present the following: 

Messrs. Bates J Erskine, Liebermann and. Balter" 

There were absent the following: 

Messrs. Pattee and Lasky. ' 

Mr. Liebermann reported on Rule 28. He stated in generaJ. that in 

his opinion Rule 28" as drafted by tru:. Commissioners on Uniform Law, 

was not as good a rule as that prOposed by the Law Revision Commission. 

The revision by the latter comes closer to our present California' law. 

Under the rule of the Commissioners only the spouse who transmits 

thecOlDDlUllication is the holder of the privilege. Furthermore, the rule 

of the Commissioners would limit the right to claim the privilege only 

during the marriage while the rule propcsedby the Law ReVision Commission 

would not solimit:the time during which the privilege may be claimed. 

Upon discussion of these two phases of the rule the members of the 

C=ittee recognized the poli~yin favor of ,the introduction of ali relevant 

evidence which, would be subse,rved ,by the rule as proposed by the Commissioners 

on Uniform Laws. On. the otherhand.,it was felt that if the privilege is 

to have full meaning, 'both spouses should have the privilege and that 

it should continue after marriage. 
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Acoordingly the Committee voted to approve the changes made qy the 

Law Revision Commission in the foregoing respects. It followed that the 

vords "the other spouse or the" which appears in the last sentence of 

paragraph (1) of the draft of the Commissioners on Uniform Laws should be 

eliminated, as proposed by the Law Revision Commission, and that the words 

"having the privilege" appearing at the end of that sentence should .1ike-

wise be eliminated as proposed qy the Law Revision Commission. 

In view of the fact that no action lies in California for damages 

for alienation of affections or for criminal conversation the Committee 

agreed that subparagraph (b) of paragraph (2) of Rule 28, as proposed by 

the Commissioners on Uniform Laws 1 should be eliminated as proposed qy the 

Law Revision Commission. 

The Collllli1.ttee further agreed that subparagraphs (d) ana (e) of 

paragraph (3) of the rUle, as proposed by' the Law Reyis;!.on Commission 

respectively, dealing with an action or proceeding to commit either spouse 

or place him under the control of' another or others because of his alleged 

mental or physical condition and to establish the comPetence ,of the spouse" 

as proposed. py the Law Revision Commisssion, are salutary and. substantially 

in accordance with the present California law. 

Subparagraph (e) of paragraph (2) of the rule, as proposed qy 

the Commissioners' on Uniform Laws, as revised in-paragraph (4) of the 

rule as proposed by the Law Revision Commission, was approved except that 

the Committee disapproves :the elimination qythe Law ReVision Commission 

of the words "sufficient evidence, aside from the cClllllnUIlicatiCll, has been 

introduced to warrant a finding that". In this respect the Committee has 

disapproved the'proposed elimination of this language 1n Rules 26 and 27 
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and believes that consistency, as well as poJ.icy, requires the Committee's 

recOllI!llendat10n that this ~anguage be retained. 

The Law Revision Commission's proPosed e~imination o~paragraph 

(3) o~ the r~e, as proposed by the Commissioners on Uniform Laws , was 

approved as no ~onger necessary in view of the amendment conferring the 

,privi~ege upon both spouses. 

The Committee ,then turned back to paragraph (2) of R~e 23 which 

accords an accused ,in a crimin~ action a privilege to prevent his spouse 

from testifying in, such action, With respect to aIlycOnfidential communica

-ttori had or inade between them while they were husband and vife. This 

paragr~phws apparently ihtendedby the Commissioners on Uniform Laws 
, , 

to broaden the privilege in a cr:i,Dlin~ action as compared With the privilege 

as proposed by the Commissioners in R~e 28. The Law Revision COlIIIIission 

has proposed to eliminate paragraph (2) of R~e 23 as no ~onger necessary 
, ' 

in view of the proPosed broaden:!.ni;; of the privilege under R~e 28. The 

Committee agreed With this; 

Whereupon the meeting adjour~ with theunderstandtng that 'the 

next llleet1ng would be called upon notice by the Chairman. 

LAWRi;NcEC. BAKl,!;R 
-Chairman of the Northern Section 
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